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ADOLESCENCE: NOW & THEN 

“Times have changed” ● “What goes around comes around” ● “The more things 
change, the more they stay the same” 

We hear these clichés but what do they all mean and what has and hasn’t changed? There are 
certain aspects of human nature that have stayed constant over the years even though fashion, 
technology, and society in general has changed. In an effort to understand ourselves, our family and 
those around us better, we must look at these changes and consistencies that have occurred over 
time. 

 

 

 

 

 

Your Assignment: 

You must interview someone, outside of your immediate family, who’s teen years (13-17) fall within a 
past decade to compare “then” (their adolescence) to “now” (your own teen years). The goal is to 
discover similarities and differences between their teenage experience and yours. Why do you 
think some things have stayed the same?  Why have some things changed?  You may contact 
the interviewee in person or by phone (but you may not conduct your interview by email).  You will be 
supplied with a list of questions to start your interview but you should also plan additional questions of 
your own.  

Once you have completed the interview, you will create two separate visual representations on the 
paper provided.  One will represent “then” and one will represent “now”. You must include the 
decade, a minimum of 5 aspects of adolescence in that decade (visually), and one brief and 
appropriate sentence that sums up adolescence in that era. 

Steps: 

 Complete self “interview” 
 Interview someone who’s teen years (13-17) fell in the 80s or earlier 
 Create a visual to represent each decade on the paper provided that show the key differences 

between the eras 
o Must include the decade (ex 1920s, 1930s, 1940s, 1950s…) 
o Must have a minimum of 5 aspects of adolescence (see interview sheet) 
o Must include one all-encompassing sentence that summarizes adolescence in that time 
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EVALUATION 

Timeliness:            

 Resourceful and productive 
 Asked for assistance when required 
 Interview completed on time 
 Class time well used 
 All materials submitted on due date 

Interview Completion:         

 Completed interview questions submitted along with visuals 

Visual Products:          

 Decade included on each collage 
 Minimum of 5 aspects included in each collage that specifically connect to the answers from 

the two interviews 
 Sentence included on each collage 
 Well-spaced/laid out  
 Neat, clear with no spelling or grammatical errors 
 Relevant images included 

EDUBLOG REQUIREMENTS: 

 a) Add your visual and written component to the post 
b) Title – Now and Then  
c) Category – FS 11 
d) Tag – FS11LazarNowandThen 
e) Click Publish 
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